
beside when visiting utrecht"

pollutants in the cities and then getting back to holland and breathing fresh air 

15115: "breathing bad air while in italy with not really any air cleaning all the 

many humans and animals and some repeating elements like cars"

on the opposite side of stockholm during all my time spent commuting now seeing 

beside meeting up with myrthe in holland and also observing clouds visiting august 

17096: "observing clouds during the spring month spent teaching at the university 

paintings with a yellow coming up in the top right corner"

her  morning  nap  and  again  maintaining  the  colours  and  shapes  of  the  previous 

07145: "painting executed again with little livia now trying to do it as she took 

different places and cities"

taking   the   daughter   of   my   mountain   neighbour   around   in   holland   checking   out 

little  one  especially  trying  to  get  her  calm  at  night  and  getting  also  ideas 

14134:  "still  ideas  related  to  babies  spending  my  time  now  taking  care  of  our 

getting quite some ideas especially related to animals"

related  to  babies  but  also  being  with  august  and  walking  and  biking  with  him 

keeping at home with myrthe also talking walks together beginning to have ideas 

14133:  "time   spent   completely   in   holland   taking   care   of   newly   born   livia   and 

much simple avoiding the complete palette"

having to take care of livia standing on my legs while i finished it and keep it 

07144:  "painting  executed  still  with  not  so  much  time  spent  in  my  studio  now 

much more indoor"

netherlands only occasionally experiencing some wind but never too much also being 

covered   with   a   thick   layer   of   leaves   brought   by   the   wind   and   back   in   the 

cold  wind  even  when  driving  away  from  italy  through  the  small  mountain  roads 

vicenza checking clothes for livia in a garage with my mother getting quite some 

visit my parents in vicenza going through quite some turbulence and also being in 

to  work  and  experiencing  some  wind  there  but  most  of  all  descending  by  car  to 

18126: "alone in the mountains with baby livia managing to go up to the cathedral 

colder the netherlands with a few sunny days and then cold and snow"

italy but then crossing the alps almost blacked in the snow and reaching a much 

16130: "experiencing a lot of weather changes with a too sunny and dry climate in 

across utrecht"

to holland filming in culemborg and with livia sleeping in the stroller walking 

shoulders and much luggage crossing the city and managing to film also returning 

kicked   out   by   her   and   going   to   my   venice   apartment   still   with   livia   in   my 

staying in vicenza at my mother's for some time filming the old city before being 

13171: "filming while in italy left alone with livia always in my backpack and 



culemborg with livia"

one  left  alone  walking  in  rotterdam  but  mostly  collecting  trash  walking  around 

11206: "picking trash in holland taking advantage of some nice days particularly 

various balance of colours"

with livia still crawling around yet managing to do a simple painting with a more 

07147: "taking advantage of the bad winter weather to keep in my study and paint 

particularly with the winter weather keeping us indoor"

and finally getting back to holland and getting back to our domestic life there 

things we could do and having to keep everything in maniac order as she demanded 

heated room and also spending some days at my mother being also very limited with 

to do the smallest things such as cooking having to spend our time inside the only 

and unable to really do things with her always in my arms and even being limited 

01181: "spending the first part of the month in the mountains alone with livia 

crossing over the painting"

at  last  on  the  computer  keeping  everything  quite  simple  yet  with  a  black  flow 

standing on my legs as i try to give the finishing touches and mostly doing them 

07146: "painting once again executed with livia to take care of and constantly 

folk traveling back to holland"

room in uppsala and meeting my dutch host and her australian friend and then other 

opening in town and getting to know some foreign artists there before renting a 

10121:  "people  met  showing  my  face  back  in  stockholm  and  meeting  jacek  at  an 

care of and often walking with her asleep in my back or in the stroller"

limbo with the italian plan suspended and fully isolated but with livia to take 

09088: "recording my thoughts now walking in the netherlands feeling almost as in a 

the snow"

river and back beside taking small walks in culemborg kind of blocked home due to 

walking with her through utrecht even venturing all the way north following the 

also  in  the  mountains  daily  walking  with  her  up  to  the  temple  and  in  holland 

vicena and venice carrying her in the backpack and the luggage in the stroller and 

but later keeping alone with little livia and still walking much such as crossing 

05130: "walking much in italy with my all family united mostly in the mountains 


